
RC racers with all the right details.

Dual Power!
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Hydro -Shock dominates
pool and pond
Skims across the water at racing speed and leaves
competition in its spray. Hot -looking colors and racing
graphics. Working bilge pump keeps water out of the
hull. Rudder and spinning propeller function like a real
boat. Includes 7 -function remote control. 27/49MHz.
17'/B" long. Requires 9.6V battery pack and 9V battery.
60-4263 69.99

Real working headlights,
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Sharp Looks and
Lots of Racing Fun!
These RC vehicles have both! Stop by and test-drive all the great

models in our RC car showroom. Whether you're an RC rookie or a

veteran racer, we've got a car for you!

NEW Mangler has 3 -speed gear
shifter that works by remote!
Too cool! Pistol -grip remote has a switch for shifting to
slow, medium or fast speeds while truck is still moving.
Tough -looking custom off -road body has doors that
open to seat two full-size action figures. Speeds up to
an amazing 1120 feet per minute in high gear. Put it in
low gear for some rough -road handling. Turbo speed
boost. Spring suspension. 27/49MHz. 17" long.
Requires 9.6V pack and 9V battery. 60-4298 . 79.99
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NEW Hacksaw truck
with dual power
and real working headlights
Monster truck stealthily prowls the night. Midnight
black color, chrome -style hubs and dramatic rear
spoiler add to its mystery. Four-wheel drive, rugged
spring suspension handle any rough terrain. Dual
power-use a rechargeable battery pack or power it

.-, with "AA" batteries. Hi/lo gears. 7 -function remote
control. 27/49MHz. 14" long. Requires 9V battery
and 9.6V battery pack (or 8 "AA" batteries).
60-4291 59.99

NEW Replica 2001 Jeep 4x4 is
BIG, fast and finely detailed
Looks realistic inside and out, with a detailed instrument
panel, adjustable mirrors and doors that open. Speeds
up to 780 feet per minute. Features 4 -wheel drive and
tough spring suspension for off -road fun. Big, wide
wheels and incredible detail inside and out. Big 1:10
scale. 27/49MHz. 19" long. Requires 7.2V battery pack
and 9V battery.
60-4300 99.99


